
1. 2008:  A Transitional and Critical Year for Ford, GM and the Chrysler Group,
and For Their Dealers (1)

2. Responding to Automakers’ Assaults on Dealer Rights and Autonomy:  Deal-
ers and Their State Associations Need to Strengthen State Laws.  (NR)

3. The Storms of Legal Issues and Concerns:  The Evolving Legal Landscape
Brings Abundant Challenges to Dealers; How to Cope Using Best Practices
and the Legal Audit Checklist. (3)

4. Involuntary Franchise Terminations, Termination “Threats,” Brand “With-
drawals,” “Pressured” Buyouts, Consolidations, and Rights of First Re-
fusal (5)

5. Factory Strategies:  Pushing the Envelope with New Agreements, Initia-
tives on Facilities, Exclusivity and CSI; the Insatiable Appetite for Incen-
tives (2)

6. Privacy Concerns and Identity Theft (4)

7. Buying and Selling Dealerships (8)

8. Alternate Dispute Resolution (ADR) (6)

9. Audits of Incentive or Warranty Claims:  Dealer Beware.  (7)

10. Customer Satisfaction:  CSI vs. Reality (9)

11. Consumerism:  Targeting Dealers for Consumer Litigation.  Preventive Medi-
cine:  Adopting Best Practices. (10)

12. Reimbursement for Warranty Work and Parts (11)

13. Encroachment (Protest Laws) (12)

14. Dealer Succession (13)

15. Bankruptcy (14) and Financial Workouts (18)

16. Living with the Threat of Terror…and Natural Disasters, too:  The New Way
of Life and Doing Business (15)

17. Internet Marketing, the Technology Revolution and the Remarkable Changes
to “Business As Usual” (16)

18. Crimes Against/by Dealerships (17)

19. Employee Rights and Benefits (19)

20. Minority and Female Representation (20)

Not rated in the Top 20, but still important:

Environmental Laws, Rules, Regulations and Policies (NR); Taxes (NR)

NOTE: 2007 rankings are in parentheses; NR (Not Rated in 2007).
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A plethora of issues, even some new ones, still plague
the Detroit Three, and last year’s top trend con
cerning them continues to be in first place.  Al-

though Ford, GM and Chrysler have provided daily fod-
der for financial pages, the legal consequences for fran-
chised dealers carrying their brands seems limitless.  In
2008 we will see more definition in the efforts to “con-
solidate” (i.e., reduce) franchised outlets, and more “cre-
ativity” in pressuring dealers to move more inventory.
The futures of these franchisors/manufacturers is hardly
secure, and their fates will drive the future for the dealers
who represent their brands.

A completely new topic appears in second place for
2008.  Auto franchisors’ bold initiatives and strategies are
threatening the protections in state laws, triggering a vital
need for dealers and their state associations to update
those laws.  With a genuine sense of urgency, they need to
come to grips with the serious and ongoing new chal-
lenges in the ways auto franchisors manage and manipulate
dealers.  After approximately four decades of enactments
and improvements of franchise laws in all fifty states, these
statutes now stand as dealers’ most formidable bulwarks
against abuses and overreaching by powerful automotive
franchisors.  But the intention to “level the playing field”
is now in jeopardy.  In the face of increasingly audacious,
clever or ingenious factory strategies in recent years, many
state laws are either growing stale or inefficient.  Auto-
makers have become ever more adept at skirting or defy-
ing dealer-protective laws, and legislative responses have
lagged behind.  It’s time to turn this trend around.

Certain fundamental protections for dealers, such as
those laws that prohibit baseless terminations/non-renew-
als and ensure a measure of due process, and those that
protect dealers’ rights to transfer their interests, should be
solidly rooted.  Yet inroads by manufacturers and import-
ers into even these and other very fundamental legal pro-
tections are negatively impacting a growing number of
dealers.  The auto franchisors constantly probe the legal
limits of their control and manipulation of dealers.  The
discussion of this year’s Number Two issue presents in
some detail some of the specific areas of concern, and sug-
gests ways to effectively and timely counter factory initia-
tives that threaten the lifeblood of existing state franchise
laws.

As always, numerous legal trends affect the daily and
long-term financial well-being of every auto dealer.  This
annual list and the accompanying analysis are presented to
assist dealers in weighing their own legal issues, and how
to cope with them.

The ranking of the top twenty legal issues/trends is based on
three factors:  1) the likely number of dealers affected; 2) the
probability of change from the current situation; and 3) the
seriousness of a trend/issue’s impact in the lives of dealers.

1. 2008:  A Transitional and Critical Year
for Ford, GM and the Chrysler Group,
and For Their Dealers.

During 2007, the auto industry witnessed an unhappy
benchmark for the old “Big Three.”  Collectively, their re-
tail sales within the United States fell below half of the to-
tal sales.  For years, the individual and total marketshare
for GM, Ford and Chrysler have been eroding.  On the
other side of the equation, the Japanese juggernaut contin-
ues to steamroll along, with no apparent end to the years
of success for Toyota and Honda, with Nissan moving
along as well.

The three historical domestics have their own “cure”
programs.  In ways big and small, direct and indirect,
dealers that carry the “American” brands will rise or fall
with the fates of their franchisors.  All three are looking
for ways to reduce their dealer numbers, and the anxiety
factor is white hot.

In their distinctly different ways, Ford and Chrysler have
installed new management teams with star-level perform-
ers recruited away from other companies to push and pull
toward more sensible financial policies, smaller work
forces, more competitive product and, they say, better
dealer relations.  Ford’s CEO Alan Mullaly (of recent
Boeing fame) has been hard at work amending the “cul-
ture” at Ford, encouraging downtrodden dealers, and an-
nouncing strategic product and marketing plans.  Jim
Press, a long time icon at Toyota who jumped to Chrysler,
has cheered Chrysler-branded dealers like no one since Lee
Iacocca, even as certain products are eliminated and work-
ers laid off.  GM, Ford and Chrysler (now without the
“Daimler”) face embedded economic, financial, labor and
“legacy” issues, which, to some extent, are outside their
control, at least in the short run.  The possibilities of re-
cession, oil supply constriction (and higher prices), and
the unpredictable specter of a large terrorist event in
America – if any of these happen – would almost certainly
negatively impact the Detroit Three disproportionately.
Financial revelations, such as GM’s $39 billion “book-
keeping charge” in late 2007, could revive speculations
about bankruptcy for one or more of the Detroit Three.
Perhaps GM will recruit some high level talent in the
coming year.  In addition, 2008 will be a transcendent po-
litical year.  In particular, if November’s election brings
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about Democrats’ control of both houses of Congress
(which they have now) and the presidency, the anticipa-
tory impact on the auto industry could be dramatic, even
before the changing of the guard in January 2009.

Labor issues with the UAW proved again in 2007 that
union leaders in the car industry still have a self-destruc-
tive instinct, although they surely know that their influ-
ence has greatly diminished.  My opinion is that the UAW
has utterly failed to bring its objectives into synch with
the reality of the international competition faced by the
Detroit Three within U.S. borders.  At least for the short
term, however, the 2007 “mini” strikes (GM and
Chrysler) are behind us, and Ford reached an accord with
the UAW without even a day off.  Nevertheless, the De-
troit Three still maintain “legacy” and benefits albatrosses
that will continue to assure all the imports – especially the
high-riding Japanese – a competitive advantage for at least
a few more years.

Franchised dealers of Detroit Three brands must con-
tinue to bear the brunt and pain of changes and consolida-
tions that might make those brands – and thus, those
dealers – better able to compete against the juggernaut of
competition from imports, particularly Toyota and
Honda.  To be sure, GM, Ford and Chrysler will do what
they can to trim their dealer bodies during 2008, 2009
and 2010.  At the same time, dealer sales performance will
be at a premium, and there will be even more emphasis
upon CSI.  (But see my comments about the deceptive
nature of CSI programs.)

Each of the Detroit Three has pummeled the American
press with the sounds of confidence and optimism.  Nev-
ertheless, their rosy rhetoric and wishful thinking will not
fool many industry watchers.  As always, the proof is in
the doing, in the selling and in the earning.  In addition
to the difficult decisions on product, marketing and per-
sonnel, let’s face it:  GM, Ford and Chrysler will need
some good luck as well.  Specifically, the avoidance of a re-
cession in 2008-2009 will be a key factor in these brands’
ability to weather their self-inflicted wounds that were de-
cades in the making.  In addition, it will be important to
prevent acts of terror that we have blessedly not endured
since 9/11/01.

2.  Responding to Automakers’ Assaults on
Dealer Rights and Autonomy:  Dealers
and Their State Associations Need to
Strengthen State Laws.  (NR)

It is not an exaggeration to say that state franchise laws
have immeasurably benefited every car dealer in America.
For example, all 50 states now prohibit the involuntary
termination or non-renewal of a dealer agreement, unless
there is “good cause” or “just cause” under state law.
Some states have enacted detailed and meticulous statutes
with coverage of many aspects of the franchise relation-
ship, while others comprehend only a few topics.  All
these statutes, however, have in common that their enact-

ment was prompted by the rampant abuses of automotive
manufacturers and importers.

When the antiquated Federal Dealers Day in Court Act
was enacted in 1956, expectations that it would tame the
most prevalent abuses by auto franchisors were never met.
After a half-century, the DDCA has proven largely tooth-
less, and only rarely do the facts and circumstances permit
a dealer to effectively use it in court.  The states, there-
fore, took action formulating their own new laws.  Every
dealer knows or should know that his best legal ally is the
law of the state in which his dealership operates.

But time and the automakers have been eroding the
dealers’ legal protections.  Despite the proliferation of pe-
riodic amendments to existing laws, these well intended
efforts have lagged behind the aggressive strategies of the
carmakers.  In nearly every aspect of dealer-factory rela-
tions, we are witnessing bold new automaker initiatives,
policies and coerced “agreements” that threaten a fair, sen-
sible and non-discriminatory playing field for the dealers.
Examples abound.  They include:  the imposition of new
dealer agreement requirements; artificial performance re-
quirements; “tiered” incentive payments that amount to
price discrimination; disregard of dealer warranty reim-
bursement rights; abuses of and interference with the
dealer’s right to sell his business; and so on.

For their part, franchisors complain that existing agree-
ments require changes, and they coax, threaten and force
dealers into new requirements.  Factory mandates and
pressures in sales performance, CSI and facilities upgrades
are coming from all directions.  Moreover, there is a clear
effort by the franchisors’ lawyers to “wordsmith” their di-
rectives so as to fly under the radar of existing laws.  Of-
ten, they will try to “persuade” dealers to “voluntarily” sign
on to new requirements.

What to do?  Every state dealer association should have a
standing (i.e., permanent) committee to study and con-
sider the adequacy of state law to meet the ever changing
challenges, mostly directed from the auto franchisors.
Joint and nationwide committees, perhaps under the um-
brella of ATAE, should be considered, because some dealer
protections should not vary much from state to state.
State association committees would be composed of two
or three specially interested and well-informed dealers, and
their mission would be to review the provisions of state
laws to see whether they are still current and adequate to
meet the changing legal landscape.  In particular, they
would review and report upon the following areas of sig-
nificance in existing and potential state legislation:1

� Involuntary Termination/Non-Renewal Standards
Comment:  The specifics of termination/non-renewal protec-
tions vary considerably among the states, and often leave
much to be desired.  True, there is the basic concept in all
states that a manufacturer may not terminate or fail to renew
involuntarily an automotive franchisee except for good cause
or just cause or a similar formulation, but the Devil is in the
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details.  For example, some statutes do not define good cause/
just cause at all, while others are vague.  Some statutes place
the evidentiary burden of proof on the franchisor (as it
should be), while others do not.  Some states automatically
stay an involuntary termination, pending the outcome of the
case, but others would require the dealer to obtain an injunc-
tion, if the factory will not consent to a stay.  All state laws
should enumerate a non-exclusive list of factors to be consid-
ered by the decisionmaker, whether it is a court, board or
commission.

� Dealer Termination Rights/Buyback Issues
Comment:  When a dealer terminates his franchise (voluntar-
ily or involuntarily), there are frequently issues regarding the
return and repurchase of vehicle inventory and parts.  The
dealer agreements vary from brand to brand on termination
buybacks.  Applicable state laws vary as well.  In recent years,
there have been innumerable issues regarding the scope of the
franchisor’s obligation to repurchase.  For example, a dealer
might be stuck with some “leftover” vehicles, because they are
no longer in the current model year.  The factory may claim
that OEM parts will not be repurchased because they are ob-
solete or “obsolescent.”  Other issues regarding signage, diag-
nostic equipment, computer systems and subscriptions, bro-
chures and printing materials abound.  In my opinion,
franchisors should be required to repurchase all new vehicles
that have been in inventory for twenty-four months or less,
and demos with an appropriate reduction for mileage.  In
addition, all packaged new parts should be repurchased at the
inventory price, and signage, brand-specific equipment and
other required dealer purchases and leases should be bought
back with a reasonable subtraction for the time usage by the
dealer.

� Performance Requirements:  The use and limits of im-
positions by franchisors of sales objectives and CSI ob-
jectives/ “Benchmark” standards for sales and CSI (such
as a requirement that the dealer’s performance be at least
average.
Comment:  State statutes generally do not address an auto
franchisor’s imposition of objectives or requirements at all, ex-
cept insofar as the law may have a general requirement of
“reasonableness.”  As in the recent initiatives by Chrysler re-
garding Minimum Sales Responsibility (“MSR”) performance,
a franchisor’s use of performance data can be as threatening
as an outright termination notice.  Dealers and their associa-
tions should consider fair and neutral legal mandates or re-
strictions so that franchisors cannot establish objectives or re-
quirements that are not reasonably achievable by all franchi-
sees subject to the factory’s imposition.

Franchisor use of “averages” to compute minimum “bench-
marks” for all dealers is a pernicious and unfair phenomenon
that has been adopted by many auto franchisors.  “Average”
is a “standard” without a logical or mathematical or statisti-
cal basis.  This is because, if “average” is deemed to be the
minimum performance objective, then, by definition, about
half the dealers at any given time would be in breach.  More-
over, if there are improvements in performance by the dealer

body as a whole, then the average goes up.  In other words,
the franchisor can always use a benchmark of “average” to
claim “breach” by a substantial part of the dealer body.  CSI
is especially problematic, because it rests upon so many non-
objective factors.  For example, there are the unscientific ques-
tions on the survey, the computation of results from the sur-
vey, and a lack of any standard in the industry.  In addition,
as reported at some length in Automotive News during
2007, many dealers “manipulate” survey results, and skew
any potential for fair scoring across a dealer body.  At a mini-
mum, laws should require full disclosure to dealers of CSI
methodology and any underlying scientific basis to demon-
strate accuracy and statistical reliability.

� Limitations on incentives that may be unfair or other-
wise inappropriate, such as “two-tiered pricing” mecha-
nisms
Comment:  When factories implement their “stair-step” pro-
grams, gradations of incentive payments based upon sales,
CSI or other criteria, they, in effect, trigger per-unit inventory
pricing at different levels among retail dealers.  There has
been much controversy about this kind of program, yet no
court or legislative body has come fully to grips with the anti-
competitive and unfair consequences of such programs which
many view as a form of discriminatory pricing.

� Exclusivity Standards
Comment:  It now seems to be a staple for every brand man-
ager that every dealership should be exclusive (with the excep-
tion of “aligned” brands of a single automaker).  Yet in many
markets and locations, exclusivity makes no practical or eco-
nomic sense.  In other situations, where dealers have operated
historically as duals, the insistence upon a change to exclusiv-
ity can have dire results for affected dealers.

It has been especially onerous when a franchisor has imposed
punitive sanctions for failing to become exclusive within a
certain time, even though there had been no existing agree-
ment that the dealer would undual.  In some cases, the
dualled situation was vital to the financial well-being of a
dealership, yet a newly imposed requirement to become exclu-
sive could put the dealer in a less competitive position, because
of the financial consequences from the factory for not becom-
ing exclusive.

� Warranty reimbursement at retail for labor and parts
Comment:  A healthy majority of states now require manu-
facturers to reimburse dealers for warranty labor at retail or
some proxy of retail.  In addition, a somewhat smaller num-
ber of states also include retail reimbursement to the dealer for
parts used in warranty.  These laws are sensible and fair for a
number of reasons.  Dealers are captive to their franchisors for
warranty work; that is, all sales and service agreements now
require dealers to perform warranty services to any eligible
customer, regardless of the place of purchase.  In addition,
they mandate (with rare exception) the use of the brand’s
OEM parts.  Despite the proliferation of such protective laws,
manufacturers manipulate their labor reimbursement policies
to effectively pay much less than retail customers, and regard-
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ing parts reimbursement, most manufacturers nearly every-
where simply disobey the law where there is a parts mandate
in the applicable statute.  In a couple of states, notably New
Jersey and Maine, many dealers have worked with their asso-
ciations and through litigation to assure the proper full retail
reimbursement for parts.  Every association should consider
looking at those states which have been successful in this re-
gard.

� Brand withdrawal issues
Comment:  When DaimlerChrysler decided to withdraw the
Plymouth brand, it did grievous injury to numerous Ply-
mouth dealers whose compensation was very limited, and
generally did not include any consideration for the loss of good
will (“Blue Sky”).  This market action was not unique.
Oldsmobile, Eagle and Peugeot stand as recent historical ex-
amples.  For some brands, this phenomenon has been finan-
cially ruinous to affected dealers.  Existing brands, including
Buick, Pontiac and Mercury could face the same fate, if busi-
ness trends offer clues, and if sales cannot support their con-
tinuation.  With the urging of dealers and their associations,
state legislatures should consider whether so-called “market
withdrawals” of dealer brands should be deemed the same for
damage purposes as involuntary franchise terminations – be-
cause that is what they are.

� Use, timing and repetition of audits, especially those
involving incentives and warranty
Comment:  Many dealers have complained of what they
characterize as repetitious, untimely and abusive audits (e.g.,
for warranty claims, incentive payments, etc.) by their auto-
motive franchisors.  Frequently, there may be an unsettling
“coincidence” of a dealer being hit with an audit while in a
dispute with his franchisor.  It is certainly understandable
that any franchisor should have reasonable audit rights, to
assure that payments to dealers have been properly made, pur-
suant to legitimate claims.  However, it is equally reasonable
to limit audits to a reasonable time period during which au-
dits can be conducted.  For example, franchisors should not be
able to generally audit the records of the dealerships related to
claims that were submitted more than a year earlier, unless
there is evidence of fraud.

� Dealer Protest Standards
Comment:  Under various state laws, when a dealership
challenges the establishment or relocation of a same-line
dealer, many conflicting considerations and equities come into
play.  First, the existing dealer fears that the nearby competi-
tion will harm his existing business, often one that he has es-
tablished and built up for years.  Second, there is the pro-
posed new or relocating dealer who has decided to embark
upon a substantial investment at a particular site and within
a reasonable time.  Third, there is the market representation
interest of the factory which, at least in theory, believes that
the new or relocated dealership will further its legitimate
marketing strategy.  In such a multi-interested dispute, the
law should identify a number of well-reasoned factual and le-
gal standards to guide the parties in a protest dispute, along
with the decision-maker.  Unfortunately, in most states, the

standards are general and sometimes very vague.  Anecdotally,
there is a widespread perception that the manufacturer and
the moving/establishing dealer have a significant advantage.

� Franchisor ability to make unilateral sales and service
agreement changes
Comment:  Every auto franchisor makes changes every year to
the requirements/obligations of their sales and service agree-
ments (dealer agreements).  Some operational changes are
commonsense, necessary and uneventful.  For example, updat-
ing warranty policy manuals (which are usually incorporated
into dealer agreements) may reflect the evolution of policies
that cannot practicably be negotiated.  But the franchisors
have started to get more aggressive in trying to unilaterally
force basic relationship changes upon dealers.  For example,
American Honda is attempting to foist “agreements” upon
dealers to upgrade and enlarge their facilities.  Also, factories
frequently adjust the basis of performance criteria and territo-
rial responsibilities.  The law should provide for a dealer to
avoid or opt out of onerous new requirements.

� Standards for protection of customer information
Comment:  Dealers are between the proverbial rock and the
hard place, when it comes to (a) complying with customers
privacy rights, and (b) yielding to their franchisors’ demands
for information and access.  State franchise laws should estab-
lish some clear demarcations, so that dealers cannot be com-
pelled to provide their franchisors with proprietary customer
information.

� Succession rights
Comment: The basic right of a dealer to assign/sell/transfer
his business should be considered basic and integral to owner-
ship.  Many states now assure such rights, but there should be
both certainty and clarity as to how and when the significant
right to choose a successor must be honored.  (This is some-
what different from the general right to transfer; see below.)

� Dealer Business Transfer Standards and Rights

Comment:  This topic has become a hot one for dealers with
some brands in some states, because franchisors are using the
buy-sell approval process as a mechanism to obtain concessions
on facilities, location and performance.  In my opinion, all
states should have, as part of the transfer standard, that an
existing dealer has a right to transfer his franchise business as
is – that is, with no additional requirements or obligations
that can be presented to a qualified buyer, as a condition of
approval of the transfer.

� Dispute Resolution Procedures and Standards
Comment:  In 2002, federal law was amended to preclude
auto franchisors from enforcing a blanket agreement to arbi-
trate disputes.  15 U.S.C. § 1226.  By law, some states now
call for mandatory mediation at the outset of dealer-vs.-fac-
tory disputes (e.g., Pennsylvania).  Some dealer agreements
require good faith efforts, including mediation, before the
parties can move on to other, formal procedures, including
Court.  In my opinion, some form of mandatory efforts to re-
solve issues, prior to a formal adversarial mechanism like the
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courtroom, is a good idea.

3.  The Storms of Legal Issues and
Concerns:  The Evolving Legal Land-
scape Brings Abundant Challenges to
Dealers; How to Cope Using Best Prac-
tices and the Legal Audit Checklist.  (3)

Based upon plentiful feedback from dealers, I am more
convinced than ever that every dealer should have and
regularly use my legal checklist in self-auditing legal issues.
It’s free, updated for 2008, and available for the asking:
“Implementing Best Practices:  Eric Chase’s Legal Audit
Checklist For Auto Dealers.”

Although dealers routinely review and update operational
procedures, equipment and capabilities, and keep a vigi-
lant eye from month-to-month on financials, they do not
routinely audit their legal compliance.  In my opinion,
such an omission no longer makes sense, if it ever did.

4.  Involuntary Franchise Terminations,
Termination “Threats,” Brand “With-
drawals,” “Pressured” Buyouts,
Consolidations, and Rights of First
Refusal.  (5)

The Detroit Three, among others, want fewer dealers.
Many dealers agree that their brands are over-dealered, but
the issue gets heated when the “who-how-when-and-
where” questions arise.  In addition, the major importers
are also looking at “consolidation” strategies, and, in some
instances, at least some reduction of their dealer network.
The automakers have a number of alternatives to deploy
against dealers targeted for demise.  The most draconian,
of course, is the involuntarily franchise termination
which, for cause, can end the dealer’s franchise business
with no compensation for blue sky (good will).  Other
pressures include aggressive monitoring of dealer perfor-
mance, subtle or unsubtle threats, incentives, and in the
event of a dealer proposed buy-sell, an exercise of the right
of first refusal.  Dealers faced with these kinds of issues
absolutely need sound professional legal representation.
There will be many such dealers in 2008.

5.  Factory Strategies: Pushing the Env-
elope with New Agreements, Initia-
tives on Facilities, Exclusivity and CSI;
Insatiable Appetite for Incentives. (2)

As reflected in Trend Nos. 1, 2 and 4, the auto franchi-
sors are on a roll, pushing a creative variety of initiatives
and challenges upon their dealer networks.  2008 will see
several brands tripping over themselves to pressure dealers
to expand and renovate, with a premium on exclusivity
and brand imaging.  Unilaterally created dealer agreements
or amendments have been and will be delivering new
terms, nearly all to the disadvantage of dealers.  CSI em-
phasis will be like the Emperor with no clothes, meaning
that CSI is a sham that every brand will insist is so very

important.  The incentive game will also continue apace,
and some dealers will legally challenge some of these prac-
tices by the automakers.

6. Privacy Concerns and Identity Theft. (4)

The issues of privacy and identity theft have hurtled
along, as the ingenuity of thieves and the miracles of the
Information Age have combined to make every consumer
more vulnerable to privacy invasion and theft than ever.
Federal and state legislators and regulators have tried to
catch up.  The result is that there is an alphabet soup of
complex directives to businesses, including dealerships,
that make it necessary for dealers to have someone on
board who is a compliance specialist.  Protecting customer
information, gathered in the ordinary course of dealership
business ahs to be an uncompromising priority.

This short Trends article and ranking cannot even begin
to address all the issues.  There are scores of available pub-
lications, and seminars for dealers on privacy/identity
theft issues happen all the time.  Every dealer needs to
have a “duty expert” to monitor and enforce the myriad
rules, regulations and policies that cover privacy, file secu-
rity and identity theft.  In that regard, you should main-
tain a library of applicable rules, and make sure your “duty
expert” attends updating seminars, which are available ev-
erywhere.

Every employee should be well versed, through dealer-
ship training, of the “dos” and “don’ts” in accessing, using
and storing sensitive customer information.  All employ-
ees should read and sign a well-drafted confidentiality
agreement, which should include an absolute prohibition
against taking consumer information off the premises and
a requirement to return information to the dealership
when employment is terminated.

7. Buying and Selling Dealerships.  (8)

As one colleague understated to me recently, “Buying a
dealership ain’t what it used to be and selling ain’t so won-
derful either.”  And how!  On every level, a dealership
transaction is more complicated than it was just ten years
ago, and the potential risks are much greater.  For ex-
ample, regardless of where the acquired business is to be
located, environmental issues continue to be a major con-
cern that should be dealt with up front and thoroughly by
any potential acquirer.  In addition, the franchisor ap-
proval process has become stickier.

Most dealer agreements now allow for the possibility of,
and exercise of, a right of first refusal by the factory.  This
is an issue that every buyer should try to clarify with cer-
tainly before spending time, effort and money on due dili-
gence.  Also, the automakers have become more aggressive
in (improperly) using buy-sell transactions to coerce con-
cessions from buyer in the form, for example, of promises
of improved performance and facilities, and, more fre-
quently these days, a new location.
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Yes, the buy-sell industry is alive, and vital, and there are
lots of good acquisition opportunities out there.  Never-
theless, the prudent buyer will have a well organized team
to deal with the growing complexities of environmental
issues, local approvals and potential factory interference, in
addition to all the usual business judgment questions that
have always entered into these transactions.

8. Alternate Dispute Resolution (ADR).  (6)

For over five years now, federal law (15 U.S.C. § 1226)
has nullified provisions in new dealer agreements that pre-
scribe mandatory arbitration.  The dealer and franchisor
can, of course, agree to arbitrate on a case-by-case basis af-
ter a specific dispute arises.  Moreover, automakers have
tried already to circumvent this new law in separate issue-
specific agreements that purport to be outside the cover-
age of the prohibition.  Even when the prohibition ap-
plies, nevertheless, ADR still provides useful methods to
resolve disputes, and despite the five-year old federal law,
there may be mandatory ADR steps imposed by contract
or law that must precede any formal legal action.

GM requires mediation before disputes can go into a
formal arena, such as a courtroom or before a state board.
Similarly, Ford’s standard provisions in its dealer agree-
ment require that any Ford dealer who receives a notice of
termination must take the case to the internal Ford Dealer
Policy Board before it may take the dispute anywhere else.
Some state laws and court procedures now require non-
binding arbitration or mediation before a matter proceeds
to formal litigation.

In my opinion, these kinds of pre-litigation processes are
generally good for dealers.  In my experience, informal dis-
pute resolution processes are successful in many cases.
While there is no study of which I am aware to demon-
strate the likelihood of successful pre-litigation negotia-
tion or mediation, or non-binding arbitration, my esti-
mate (based on experience) is that half or more of these
matters can be resolved informally.  Therefore, even if the
dealer agreement does not provide for negotiations or me-
diation, you – the dealer – should always consider asking
for a settlement negotiation or conference, or mediation
before initiating any formal dispute.  Over a period of
many decades, Ford’s Dealer Policy Board has been par-
ticularly effective and fair in trying to resolve disputes
with dealers.

9. Audits of Incentive or Warranty Claims:
Dealer Beware.  (7)

Audits are factory weapons, say most dealers.  Virtually
every such audit yields a chargeback, and in egregious cir-
cumstances, chargebacks can be catastrophic, sometimes
in six figures, and occasionally seven.  When fraud or
other dishonesty is uncovered, a chargeback may be ac-
companied or follow with a notice of termination.  For
the most part, however, dealers are well advised to simply
cooperate with an audit process.  Usually, the franchisor is

within its rights to schedule and proceed with an audit at
the dealer’s location.

In some instances, however, there have been abuses that
the dealer should address.  For example, it is not typical
for audits to commence long (say, a year) after the claims
or payments being audited.  Nor is it usual to do a second
audit of the same time period audited earlier.  If a dealer
senses that an abuse is occurring for any reason, including
retaliation, he should consider contacting counsel.  In
2008, when auditors come calling, dealers should – and
have a right to – learn in advance the scope of the audit.

10. Customer Satisfaction:  CSI vs. Reality.
(9)

In 2007, Automotive News reported on a phenomenon
that everyone in the industry had been observing for
years:  Some dealers cheat on the customer surveys.  As
Captain Louis Renault (Claude Rains) famously said in
“Casablanca,” “I’m shocked, shocked, to find that there is
gambling going on here!”

So it is with the massive CSI hoax, rampant in the auto
industry.  Despite the history of every brand trumpeting
the importance of CSI, it is a fact that there is no indus-
try standard applicable to CSI.  There is no “science” that
supports its validity or reliability.  Every brand’s CSI
methodology is different, and every brand constantly
changes aspects of its program.  The current popular “top-
box” methodology and scoring are particularly unreliable.
That’s because the “top-box” scoring gives a dealer credit
only when a consumer gives the highest possible mark,
and awards a “zero” to all other consumer selections that
could range from poor/unsatisfactory all the way up to
“very satisfied.”  Unless the work is “completely satisfied,”
it’s tabulated as a zero.  Unfortunately, the gamesmanship
of CSI is here to stay for the foreseeable future, notwith-
standing its ready vulnerability to scientific attack.

Dealers who receive letters of admonishment or worse
from their franchisors regarding CSI are well advised to
consider responding by indicating, among other things,
the lack of reliability in CSI scoring.  (Always respond to a
writing with a writing of your own.)  I am aware of no
case in which any brand has made anything but a feeble
(and disingenuous) attempt to demonstrate that CSI is
scientifically based or otherwise a statistically reliable mea-
sure.  Even as dealers must try their best to – legitimately –
achieve high scores, they should know that CSI is seri-
ously flawed, and respond to factory admonitions when-
ever appropriate.

11. Consumerism:  Targeting Dealers for
Consumer Litigation.  Preventive
Medicine: Adopting Best Practices. (10)

Think the war on F&I/Sales/Advertising practices is
over?  Think again.  Most dealers have now upgraded
their customer-facing and advertising practices, but laws,
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regulations, regulators and plaintiffs’ attorneys have sharp-
ened their knives.  On every consumer front, the dealer
has to cope with more bureaucracy and fine print than
ever.  2008 will continue the trend.

12. Reimbursement for Warranty Work and
Parts. (11)

The question of whether the auto franchisors will ever
obey the letter and spirit of warranty reimbursement laws
remains an open question.

Basically, state laws in a majority of jurisdictions require
auto franchisors to reimburse dealers for warranty labor at
retail, but the factories have their own (imaginative) ideas
about what “retail” means.  For the most part, dealers
have acquiesced, and the reality is that warranty labor re-
imbursement is almost always less than customer-pay, de-
spite franchisor pretenses to the contrary.

Many states also require franchisors to reimburse dealers
for parts used in warranty, but some franchisors (notably
Ford) simply pay a standard markup (cost plus 40%) and
entirely ignore the letter and spirit of these state laws.  In
Maine and New Jersey, however, dealers have prevailed in
cases challenging the dealers’ retail entitlement.  In a move
that surprised many (including me), Toyota announced in
2007 that it would henceforth reimburse dealers at retail
for warranty parts (approximately cost plus 67%).  Hope-
fully, this initiative signals that industry-wide compliance
may be on the way.

This one should be a no-brainer for dealers and state as-
sociations.  Under-market reimbursement for parts not
only defeats the law and the legislative intent behind the
law, but it also assures that dealers cannot be profitable in
their parts businesses in providing captive warranty work
for their franchisors.

13. Encroachment (Protest) Laws (12)

With the increasingly aggressive strategies of franchisors
to geographically realign their networks, it has inevitably
followed that dealer protests in various states seem to be
on the upswing. These special laws arose out of the recog-
nition that an existing dealer has invested extraordinary
resources into realty, facilities, tools, equipment, person-
nel, and training, and that the business depends on a cap-
tive franchisor-dealer relationship.

Thus, although protest laws vary from state to state,
they all provide the existing dealer with an opportunity to
object to (protest) the establishment or relocation of a
same-line competitor at a site that is near the existing
dealer.  Although I do not have any scientific data, the an-
ecdotal reports seem to justify the comment that there
will be more formal dealer protest actions in 2008, espe-
cially in the crowded corridors of the Northeast, Florida
and California, than we have seen in recent years.

14. Dealer Succession.  (13)

Whenever practicable, dealers should seek to confirm, in
advance, the ability to have an uneventful ownership suc-
cession.  Some franchisors have specific formats for en-
abling dealers to designate the successor of choice who
would presumptively be approved when the time comes.
However, even if a franchisor does not specifically allow
the submission and approval process for succession, a pru-
dent dealer will submit in writing his intention to have a
specific successor approved, if that is his desire.  It is im-
portant to understand that the successor addendum does
not contractually or otherwise commit the dealer to go
through with the succession; rather, the process gives the
dealer and the potential successor a leg up, if and when the
time comes.

In the last couple of years, we have seen examples of fac-
tories that are more exacting or reluctant in this approval
process.  This is likely because these brands have become
more aggressive in using succession as an opportunity to:
(a) choose a new owner; (b) exercise the right of first re-
fusal; (c) exact  concessions such as relocation, renovation,
expansion; (d) appoint a minority; or (e) “consolidate” the
point in a dealer network action.  Therefore, dealers
should closely examine their successor options, long before
the time comes to deploy them.

15. Bankruptcy (14) and Financial
Workouts (18)

This year, bankruptcy and financial workouts are ranked
in combination as one Trend.  There is a logical connec-
tion between the two, because some bankruptcies can be
avoided by an early and well-planned negotiation with
lenders, and some failed workouts end up in bankruptcy.
Occasionally, a debtor emerges from bankruptcy via a
workout, but in the car business, a bankrupt dealership al-
most never emerges with the same ownership.  In 2008,
with so many unpredictable variables at work in the mar-
ketplace, we should expect an uptick in the numbers of
dealers in financial distress, and a consequential increase in
the number of dealer bankruptcies filed.

16. Living with the Threat of Terror…and
Natural Disasters, too:  The New Way
of Life and Doing Business.  (15)

This is the awful and terrifying reality of the early 21st

Century.  As 9/11/01 proved, our security, our comfort,
and our way of life can change in a matter of seconds.
One cataclysmic event would change everything – for a
time – in the American economy generally, and the auto
industry would feel its share of pain.  It’s difficult to pre-
dict the consequences of future tragic events, which also
include natural disasters such as Hurricane Katrina.  Nev-
ertheless, at a minimum, all dealers in 2008 should dis-
seminate practical and specific emergency plans, and con-
sider the most comprehensive insurance coverage that
avoids the exclusions seen in most standard policies.  Ev-
ery such plan should be updated at least annually.
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17. Internet Marketing, the Technology
Revolution and the Remarkable
Changes to “Business As Usual.”  (16)

If a hypothetical dealer awoke from a 25-year sleep, he
would recognize absolutely nothing in his 21st Century
dealership’s office space.  By 2008 every dealer in America
should maintain a customer friendly website.  Many
stores will be offering internet sales processes that will al-
low consumers to do their car-shopping entirely on line.
These developments (wouldn’t you know it?) will also
bring new legal risks and headaches.  Most regulations
governing auto sales practices do not explicitly contem-
plate the completion of internet transactions.  Therefore,
dealers who are doing such business should proactively
seek guidance, from their associates and state consumer
affairs regulators.

18. Crimes Against/By Dealerships.  (17)

Criminal activity in dealerships has become a significant
drain on operations.  Petty theft by employees is epi-
demic.  Also, when employees cheat either a consumer or
the factory (for example, using a forged registration to
qualify for an incentive), they are committing crimes in
addition to placing the dealership’s franchise in jeopardy.
Even going out of trust can frequently be characterized as
crime, especially if documents are falsified to reflect that a
sold vehicle is still in inventory.  There is, unfortunately,
the temptation among some dealers to lag behind in their
responsibilities to remit taxes – especially state sales taxes,
but also sometimes federal employee withholdings.  Don’t
yield to this temptation!  The consequences are drastic,

and can be both civil and criminal.

19. Employee Rights and Benefits.  (19)

The workplace of today is a labyrinth of dos and don’ts
for owners, managers and staff personnel.  Ten years ago,
a written employee manual for the dealership was still
rare.  Today, such a manual, well crafted and discussed in
regular training sessions, is a must if you want to avoid
common workplace misunderstandings and controver-
sies.

20. Minority and Female Representation
(20)

This issue remains on the list, but the impact of “diver-
sity” in dealerships is clear.  Even though genuine strides
are obvious throughout the automotive industry, there is
still a perception that recruitment of minority dealers is
not only justified, but imperative.  Certain brands, in-
cluding Honda, BMW, GM and Chrysler have made
public points of their interest in attracting minority
dealers.  This trend has not been without controversy,
because there have been identifiable instances of pro-
claiming the recruitment of minority dealers who have
been perceived as “fronts” for majority investors.  In ad-
dition, over four decades after the passage of the land-
mark Civil Rights Act of 1964, many now believe that
race-and-gender conscious affirmative action is itself un-
constitutional, because of the discrimination against
non-minorities and men.  This tension between deeply
felt principles is not over, and the solutions are not yet
in sight.

1 My comments are intentionally general, because the existing statutes are so varied.  The purpose is to stimulate discussion with an eye to-
ward improving these laws.
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